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In this issue...
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expressed within this publication are not necessarily
the opinions of the editors or publisher. Whilst all efforts
are made to ensure the accuracy and truthfulness of
stories included in this issue, the writers, editors and
publisher cannot be held responsible for inaccurate
information supplied for publication. Timber Floors also
holds no responsibility for any advertisements printed
in this magazine that may be deemed inaccurate.

I recently read a quote written on Instagram from a timber flooring contractor
in the USA that said “If you’re the smartest person in the room, then you are
in the wrong room”. The quote is actually from Confucius but our friend in
the US realises the importance of surrounding yourself with intelligent people.
This is an interesting concept because I have met plenty of intelligent
people who I don’t think are very smart. So, what type of people should
we network with in order to grow in our business or even expand
our personal beliefs? For me I get the most out of being with people
who are passionate about what they do. Usually the most inspiring
people are passionate about things that don’t involve money.
I have been very fortunate to meet many passionate people involved in our
Timber Flooring Industry. But it is equally as important to involve ourselves
with inspiring people from outside our industry. I have recently visited
Vietnam where I help raise funds for an Orphanage and School for underprivileged children. The Director of the Orphanage and School is a remarkable
woman by the name of My Huong Le and I am blessed to be her friend. Do
yourself a favour and Google My Huong Le and read her story. I guarantee
you will be inspired by her background and what she has done to help people.
So how does all this relate to not being the smartest person in the room? For
me the answer is don’t stay in the same comfortable room. It is too easy to
only confer and network with our own people in our industry. Step outside the
usual and walk into new rooms of people who are passionate and inspiring.
I wish you all a healthy, safe and prosperous 2018.
TOGETHER WE GROW
Cameron Luke
President ATFA
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ATFA update February 2018

CEO update...

THE FUTURE
IS OURS.
Wouldn’t it be fantastic to know what lies ahead of us and
plan for the future accordingly! Well, perhaps there is a way,
and its grounded in the old adage that past behaviour is the
best predictor of future behaviour. Sure, it’s not a guaranteed
approach, very few of us saw the GFC coming our way,
nonetheless its worth factoring in your future planning.
First, let’s look at the growth of timber flooring. In 2005 when ATFA kicked off as an organisation, timber
flooring (according to Ibisworld) represented 17% of the entire Australian flooring market. Five years
on and the same Ibisworld report indicated that timber flooring held approximately 25% market share.
While there hasn’t been a comparable report since that time, we do know that subsequently, traditional
carpet retailers have strongly entered the timber flooring market and anecdotally, these chains report
an increase in representation of timber flooring products in their stores, as well as burgeoning sales.
Population growth over the next 40 years will, by natural market growth, increase the demand for timber
flooring products. While the Australian Bureau of Statistics indicates that the Australian population will hit
46 million by 2075 (currently approaching 25 million), it could reach that target as early as 2058 – 40 years
from now. However, whilst many of us may not be around to see that, we’re talking incremental growth
year on year from which everyone can start to benefit now. New Zealand is likely to grow at a similar rate.
Planning suggests that Government will continue to take urban planning seriously
and concentrate on multi-residential developments. While hitting somewhat of a glut
now in areas such as NSW and Qld, it may only be a temporary condition.
Capex (the indicator of capital development and expenditure in property and infrastructure) is also
forecasting strong growth ahead and, as a consequence, big companies are investing in the future.
Commodities are also said to be coming off the bottom in 2018. Hopefully, the respective Reserve
Banks of New Zealand and Australia won’t be too eager to raise interest rates if indicators change.
Likewise, ATFA market data trends over recent years, while having a few down quarters, have
generally shown an increasing upward trend. If you’re currently not involved in ATFA’s market
data program you should be – it’s the most up to the date, industry specific data you’ll get and
by participating, you’ll be able to see how your business is travelling in comparison to the rest of
the industry. If you’re in the timber flooring industry you can’t afford not to participate. Contact
us at admin@atfa.com.au to request the application form. It’s completely free to members.
So, the future seems positive, it’s your time to make the most of the opportunities.
Randy Flierman
ATFA CEO
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ATFA Industry Awards.
Gold Coast here we come!
On the back of another successful awards in Sydney in July 2017, ATFA listened to the loud cry
to take the awards North to the Gold Coast for 2018. Your wish is our command and September
1st will see the next ATFA Australasian Timber Flooring Industry Awards at the Crowne Plaza in
Surfers Paradise. The Gold Coast provides a fantastic opportunity to take a short break with
the family, as well as attend the awards. The time of year means its warn enough to enjoy the
sub-tropical conditions of Queensland and it’s a quick break before silly season kicks in. And
make sure you get your entries in early - you never know, you might go home a winner as well!
The Dinner
Proudly sponsored by Hurford Hardwood the dinner is expected to be attended by 200 plus industry
representatives, and make sure to bring your partner. ATFA is a big family and we want to share
this amazing event with you and yours – there will be an MC, band and dance floor to jig the night
away, in addition to pre-dinner drinks and a three course sit down dinner and beverage package.
Registrations are available via the ATFA website https://www.atfa.com.au/events/atfa-gala-awardsnight/ or call the ATFA office for the invitation on 1300 36 1693. A 10-person table booking is $1750 or
$180 per individual. Accommodation at the Crowne Plaza starts at $169 room only (if you get in early).

The Awards
All the awards as per the changes introduced in 2017. Enter via the ATFA website at www.atfa.com.au/2018-atfa-awards-entry-form
Solid Timber Floor of the Year Awards

ATFA Awards for Excellence (entries

(entries close June 15th) including:

close August 3rd) including:

•

Solid Residential

•

Contractor of the Year

•

Solid Commercial

•

Apprentice of the Year

•

Solid Stair proudly sponsored by:

•

Employee of the Year

•

Solid Recycled

•

Showroom of the Year

•

Solid Innovative

•

Distributor of the Year

Pre-finished Floor of the Year Awards
(entries close June 15th) including:
•

Pre-finished Residential

•

Pre-finished Commercial

•

Pre-finished Stair proudly sponsored by:

•

Pre-finished Innovative

•

Sales Representative of the Year

•

Retailer of the Year

•

Innovative Product of the Year

•

Our considerable thanks to the Excellence Awards sponsors:

On behalf of the industry, our considerable thanks to all the sponsors.
Timber Flooring Week
The Gold Coast location will see a slightly modified Timber Flooring Week involving a number of companies putting on events over
the days leading up to the Awards night. We will commence with Loba on Wednesday August 28th with their usual all-day event,
followed by a mill tour to Boral’s Kyogle plant and ending the day at Floor Sanding Supplies. Friday will see the day start at Marques,
then an event put on by Fiddes and culminating back at the Crowne Plaza for ATFA’s now famous Friday evening cocktails.
Register via the ATFA website at https://www.atfa.com.au/events/timber-flooring-week/.
We look forward to seeing you there!

ISSUE 37 | 2018
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For our Kiwi members...

Worksafe:
managing large fines
Finn Collins Partner | Gibson Sheat

Any discussion about health and safety often leads to poorly informed views
about the actual levels of fines that contractors can be exposed to. There have
actually been very few prosecutions to date under the new legislation. To date
there have been no recorded decisions of any prosecutions taken against flooring
contractors. Nevertheless, this does not mean that contractors should be anything
less than diligent in protecting their workers from workplace accidents.
It is true that fines have increased. They have increased
significantly. If you are prosecuted and the failure to take all
reasonable practicable steps to avoid a serious accident is
sufficiently serious, then the fine is likely to be a six-figure sum.
The maximum fine payable against a company for exposing
workers to risk of death and serious injury is $1.5million.
However, judges are pragmatic and they generally have
no desire to impose fines that will ruin a small business.
As Judge Gilbert put it in a recent sentencing decision:1
[51] Society has a strong interest in businesses operating.
RCL is a good case in point. There are sixteen families
in Rangiora which rely on it for their livelihood. Whilst
it has breached its obligations, and as a result, one of
its employees has been injured, that breach was not
intentional. RCL is otherwise a responsible corporate
citizen. It is nonsense to suggest that because of this single
unfortunate accident, it should effectively be put to the
sword if the appropriate fine is out of its reach, and I
do not understand WorkSafe to advocate such a view.

What does this mean in practice? It
means that a fine that may be awarded
can be significantly reduced to reflect
the defendant’s ability to pay.
In Worksafe New Zealand Limited v Dimac Contractors
Limited [2017] NZDC 26648 a digger managed to get its
boom tangled up in power lines, which were assumed to be
dead. The manager of the company, after being told that they
no sparks or arcing, asked its employees to cut the lines. It
was subsequently found out that the lines were actually live.
The proper decision to have taken would have been to wait
for professional advice from the electrical technician as to the
status of the fallen powerline before allowing work to continue.

The fine was $365,625, as the risk of death or injury was
very high. The District Court Judge, after considering
evidence from Dimac’s accountant and its ability to pay,
reduced the fine it had to pay to $90,000 payable over time.
It is possible to pay these large fines over 4 to 5 years.
For flooring contractors, asbestos is likely to be one of the
most problematic areas of risk. Every contractor has to
accept that asbestos management is not a job for a lay person
– it is a job for a competent and trained professional.
During the demolition of an old chicken shed in 2016,
the sole director of a farming business removed sheeting
which contained asbestos, without first engaging a
competent person to ensure the asbestos was removed.
Not surprisingly, the asbestos removal did not meet
the requirements of the asbestos regulations.
The farming business was convicted and fined $10,000.
The fines relating to removal of asbestos will usually be
less than a situation where a failure to tackle reasonably
practical steps has exposed workers to risk of death or
serious injury. This is because sentencing for asbestos
removal will usually come under the Health and Safety
at Work (Asbestos) Regulations 2016 which allows a
maximum penalty of a fine not exceeding $50,000.
What all of this means is that contractors should be careful
not to make poor and rushed decisions on the spot. If you are
unsure (and usually your gut instincts will be right) then take
some time to reflect, look at the WorkSafe website and search
for any guidance on the issue that is concerning you. In most
cases the website will give you a sufficient steer and caution as
to the appropriate approach. If not then seek legal advice. Just
taking some time out to reflect or to talk to another person who
is not financially invested in the project is usually sufficient to
avoid making a panicked decision that you may later regret.
1 WorkSafe NZ v Rangiora Carpets Limited [2017] NZDC 22587
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For quality,hard wearing & durable coatings use
Urethane Coatings

SOLVENT BASED COATINGS
• Monothane
Moisture Cure Single Pack
Polyurethane
Available in High Gloss, Semi Gloss,
Satin & Matt
•

Duothane
Two Pack Polyurethane

ORGANIC OIL COATINGS
Available in: Gloss,
Semi Gloss, Satin & Matt
• Modified Oil Gloss
• Modified Oil Satin
• Modified Oil Matt
• Tungseal
These systems have moderate
VOC’s & are an ideal choice for
coating new timber floors.

Available in High Gloss
Regular or Fast Drying.

www.urethanecoatings.com.au

Tel: (02) 9666 3888
WATERBORNE COATINGS

WaterKote®
CONTACT US

URETHANE COATINGS
A DIVISION OF ERA POLYMERS PTY LTD

Head Office: 2-4 Green Street
Banksmeadow NSW 2019 AUSTRALIA

Tel: +612 9666 3888
Fax: +612 9666 4805

The WaterKote® Range
WaterKote™ SEALER
WaterKote™ 1K GLOSS
WaterKote™ 1K SATIN
WaterKote™ 1K MATT

Abbey Timber...
The Flooring &
Decking Specialists
• Over 20 Species of Hardwood Decking available.
• Over 600 Packs of Flooring in stock.
• Trade Only Prices for Floor Layers.
• Engineered Flooring inc Oak and Australian Species.
• Accessories: • Plywood • Battens • Adhesives • Stair
Nosing’s • Coatings/Stains- Abrasives • Tools • Trims
and more...

Ph: 9774 2944 • 41 Heathcote Rd, Moorebank NSW 2170 • www.abbeytimber.com.au

WOCA Hardwax Oil: Setting New Standards

Slip Resistance:
Meets the Australian
AS4586 Standard

Approved in accordance
with VOC regulations

Suitable for high traffic
areas

Suitable for large areas,
manually or with
polishing machine

Low viscosity

Easy to work with

Can be used on all types
of wood floors

High water and
chemical resistance

WOCA Australia · Phone: 1 800 337 477
kurt@wocaaus.com.au · wocaaus.com.au
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Coating in the heat
Brett Scarpella, ATFA Inspector & Instructor, Loba Australia

Things have definitely started heating up in Oz this summer
and the whilst the folk at the weather bureau have rarely
got it right before, their predictions of lots of hot weather to
come this summer look like they are right on the mark.
And whilst the hot weather is great
for the beach, the cricket and the
beer, (quite a bit of beer), it’s not so
flash for coating timber floors – or
coating anything for that matter.
The best way to avoid any problems with
coating in the heat is to obviously wait
for better conditions “tomorrow”. The
problem with that is when tomorrow
is just like today and the next day is
probably going to be the same after
that. It’s a hard position for the floor

Orange peel can have a number of

sander because nobody (aka builders

causes but in the heat it’s likely to be

and homeowners) wants to wait for

caused by the coating not “settling”

the “right conditions”, but then nobody

before it tacks of, and the peel is just

wants to take any of the responsibility

a reflection of the roller texture. It can

for making you apply that coat when

also be that the previous coat is “dry”

it’s all turned to ... er ... um ... custard.

but not cured and the second coat
“grabs it” and doesn’t settle. You can

And it’s not only the final coats that

often feel this when rolling. This can also

can be more problematic at this time.

happen on a sunny day when an open

Staining can also offer a few more
challenges on a 30+ degree day, as can
getting your sealer coat down evenly
– as this is the coat that sets up the
floor finish and lap marks and picture
framing from fast drying products can
make your day turn real bad real quick.

Patchy stain application is common
in the heat as the solvents in some
popular stains evaporate very

but hard to deal with all round in the
hot weather when working alone.
ISSUE 37 | 2018

way it will mess up your entire week.

worse still you generally can’t tell it’s
patchy until you drop a coat on it.

Pimples and general lumps or spotting
in the coating from dried poly on the

a problem caused by the sealer cut-ins
is more common on darker timbers

heat and the solvents evaporate - either

quickly in the hot, dry weather – and

Framing around the perimeter can be
drying before rolling up to them, which

drum of poly is left in the van in the

Coatings can percolate back up
out of gaps in the floor where the
sun or warm air crosses the floor
after you’ve applied the coating.

bucket or rolling through coating that’s
“tacked off” can also be attributed to
coating on hot days when thin layers
of coating are drying super quick.
continued »
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Coating in the heat
continued
Some folks who normally have great
success with those little “dodgies”
we refer to as “mixed systems” may
also find that things may change
a little as the conditions alter.
Good conditions maximise the
chance of success in any coating
system, but the further away you
get from the ideal conditions, the
more likely something that’s not
100% compatible will go very, very
south very, very quickly. Things dry
differently in different conditions
and you always want to make sure
the coating environment isn’t
too extreme, to ensure that what
normally works keeps working.

It’s obviously a real good idea to avoid coating at all on a “crazy day” or in a furnace, but
if you’re forced into a corner and the weather is getting into that area where the backs
of your knees start to sweat, trying some of the following may improve your chances:
• Probably avoid staining on very hot days on sites where you can’t cool the area.
• When using fast sealers or water-based sealers, don’t cut in too far ahead of
yourself and feather the cutting line back into the roller transition at board ends.
• Keep coatings out of the heat “always”, but mostly in the hours before use.
• If you have a chance to cool the area down with aircon etc in the hours
before coating, do it. (But best turn it off before the action starts as air
movement etc can affect your sheen and/or put nasty bits in your finish.)
• Get up early!! Coat in the morning before it gets too hot, especially final coats. Our
When you leave your coatings in the
van or a hot garage before use they can
obviously warm up a little, and whilst
this is often good in winter, it’s really not
so good in summer. Polyurethanes will
react to heat with many solvent bases
becoming less viscous or “runnier”. It’s

WA and QLD friends have been doing this for years, and it cuts out a whole lot of grief.
• In houses with lots of floor to ceiling glass, mask off the bottom metre,
this is where the midday heat from the sun hits the floor hardest (up to 50
degrees), and can cause havoc with your cutting in and blending.
• If your brew (coating) of choice comes with a WET EDGE EXTENDER
is would be a good time to use it, as the help it provides will
make those warmer day finishes a little more reliable.

nice to use but often results in a thin coat

• Satin solvent finishes often dry or flash off quicker than gloss finishes, and

that is dull or of patchy sheen (and often

are more likely to bless you with lap marks or solvent boil (fine pimpling).

looks worse than the previous coat) or

Always use WET EDGE EXTENDER, don’t over work the coat, (and check

doesn’t cover the cut back marks and

this with the manufacturer) and adding a splash of gloss solvent poly

thus requires recoating. Always keep your

(10%) to your stain solvent poly and stirring in well may also provide a

coatings away from high temperatures,

little extra workability to the coat – but always check with the boss.

store somewhere moderate,
especially just before coating time.

So if you can avoid it, do, but when you have to go coating in the
heat that our Australian summer often provides, a little bit of planning
and extra effort can maximise the chance of a good coat.
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MADE IN GERMANY

Adhesives and Moisture Barriers

MS260
Timber Flooring Adhesive

SMART adhesive - Firm Elastic - Insurance for your Timber Flooring

STRENGTH
High speed “grab”
Superior holding power
Resists Cupping & Shearing

FAST

Can be walked on & sanded after 24Hrs

UNIVERSAL

Safe & Site friendly
No Solvents zero VOC
Non Slumping Formula for better
coverage & less hollow spots on solid
& engineered timber

EASY TO CLEAN

No more mess, dirty hands
or staining of prefinished boards

MULTI PURPOSE

Meets BCA Acoustic requirements
Used with PU280 Moisture barrier
for same day prime and install

CONNECTED SYSTEMS:

with Loba Timber finishes for peace of mind

Find your local distributor
at www.wakol.com.au
or email
sales@wakol.com.au

Project profile...

THE
ROYAL
ADELAIDE
HOSPITAL
The Royal Adelaide Hospital is one of
Australia’s most recent architectural
icons, not only because of the amazing
modern design, the wonderful hi-tech
fit-out, the previously unseen ‘up to the
second’ medical services, or any of the
other elements that might catch your
eye. This place is an icon because, like
most icons, it cost a bomb - reportedly
$2.3bn. IPA quotes the new Royal
Adelaide Hospital as “the seventh most
expensive building in the world to date,
the most expensive building in Australia
and the largest capital investment
project in South Australian History”.
This place is bigger than Movieworld
and Eureka Towers put together.
The crazy part is that on the entire
planet Earth there are only 6 buildings
that have cost more to build...

As always this project was a very long time coming,
with much planning going into the construction
situated on the North Terrace of Adelaide’s CBD,
and it shows. This place is not just pretty to look at,
inside and out, but it looks more like a casino or a
flash motel than a hospital. It’s got everything for
anyone who cares to get sick. The most exciting
news is that of all the many and varied floor
surfaces that could have been used in “Australia’s
most expensive building” they employed the
services of cork tiles, a beautiful flooring surface
that has fallen from favour in recent times.
In the University or Nurses’ School section of the
hospital development there are approximately 5000
square metres of a large rectangular roasted cork
tiles – with a generous chamfered edge to be precise
(a plasterers favourite) which, against all the odds,
has come up fantastically. This design was chosen for
its “tiled look” and fantastically comfortable surface
for those medical types to be walking on all day.
As is often the case with these projects this
development had a cast of thousands, including the
Australian Government (of course), Aconex (large
project managers), Lend Lease, Lyon Architects,
Amorim - Wicanders, Market Timbers, Corporate
Design Floors Adelaide and of course our own 2015
ATFA contractor of the year RP Quality Floors - and as
if dealing with homeowners wasn’t hard enough, this
effort should have got the boys at RP a knighthood.

12
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After a fairly uneventful install, as you can see,
great care was taken of the floor on site during
works and fortunately this cork floor was “presealed” at manufacture - and was to be finished
with one (yes 1) coat of Loba 2K Invisible
protection. This (pictured) is how much of the
floor looked a few days after installation thanks
to plasters and general trades taking special
care of this brand new flooring installation.

Despite advice to vac, sweep and vac and sweep then vac and
sweep plaster dust again, the good folk onsite thought a wet mop
might get the plaster dust off, leaving the boys at RP Quality the
nasty task of washing and brushing the white slurry out of the bevels
by hand EVERYWHERE before coating….and I mean every last bit.

The specification required much co-operation between all those
on board, from the manufacturers in Portugal and Germany to
liaison with all the “edumacated” folks in between pretending
to be interested in regard to the details, such as appearance,
hardness, slip resistance and suitability on stairs etc. As usual a lot
of information started in English and came out the other end as,
well ... something not English and not very sensible. It is a huge
credit to Ross and all the boys at RP quality Floors to have not “lost
their cool” as things got interesting (and they had more than one
excuse to push the odd supervisor into a freshly poured footing).

continued »
ISSUE 37 | 2018
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THE
ROYAL
ADELAIDE
HOSPITAL
continued

Also just to keep them on their toes
the architects threw in a couple of
flights of stairs and a few 100 metres
of spotted gum for good measure.

After all the grief working up to it, coating time was about the only occasion
the boys were given any time to themselves without other trades walking
through coats and leaving heaps of stuff around - although this was made
easier by the fact that most of this work was done between Christmas
and the first week of Jan - when the rest of us were otherwise occupied.
Lots and lots of square metres to coat...

14
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The final outcome was an absolute
credit to the boys, despite it being the
equivalent of about “60 bad days” when
absolutely nothing seemed to go to plan.
As the pictures suggest, the final finish
(albeit the third coat) has come up an
absolute treat and RP Quality Floors have
managed to deliver a floor that is fitting
for Australia’s most expensive building.

ISSUE 37 | 2018
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Technical article...

Why gamble with
expansion allowance?
David Hayward ATFA Technical Manager

We have had other articles
on expansion allowance, but
I am intrigued with the title –
“Why gamble with expansion
allowance?”. Do we really do that,
or do we have to? In this article
David Hayward, ATFA Technical
Manager is raising this topic again
due to more frequent problems
that keep occurring in respect
to expansion allowance related
problems and it will be interesting
to see what he has to say this time.

I suppose I see more problem floors than most, but with some
things I see, I question ‘why did they do that?’ and more often
‘why didn’t they do that?’. I see things that are not right and
cause customer complaint both with solid timber flooring as
well as flooring types that are mostly floated. So, we need to
discuss these things and extend our knowledge about them.
Conversely, I also see floors (as in the photo) where a 12mm
wide cork expansion joint has been skilfully placed and is
difficult to discern (between 8th and 9th board from the left).
It is therefore also important to realise what can be achieved.
Timber and related flooring products shrink and swell
depending on the relative humidity in the air and, to a degree,
temperature also influences this. This relates to solid flooring,
engineered flooring, bamboo flooring and laminate flooring.
All these products are going to shrink and swell depending on
the humidity in the air. Low humidity and boards will shrink,
high humidity and boards will swell. This is the way it is.
But the movement (shrinkage and swelling) differs between
products and the installation method also affects movement.
Most would consider that solid timber flooring is prone
to greater movement, but full bed adhesive fixing reduces
this movement considerably. Solid timber floors shrink and
swell in width but not in length, engineered floors mainly
in width and to a lesser degree in length, and with laminate
floors, equally in both width and length. Combine this with
installation methods and we see that solid timber floors are
always fixed to the subfloor, engineered may be fixed of floated
and laminate always floated. An engineered floor adhesive
fixed to the subfloor is going to move less than if it is floated.
Strand woven bamboo when floated will move much more
than floated engineered or laminate. These differences must
be understood and the movement that could occur must
be accommodated at installation. How much we need to
accommodate will differ as there are differences within and
between products types, and this is why we need to follow
both manufacturer and industry installation instructions.
We often hear stories where owners say to contractors that no
expansion trims are going my floor, or builders saying that if
you do our floors then you won’t be putting expansion trims
in. So what is necessary for product performance is, in many
instances, not being installed and companies and contractors
‘gamble’ on there not being a problem and not installing the

16
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Filler?
I Don’t See
No Filler!

recommended expansion allowance. Some products even have no instructions while
others have instructions that are deficient, in that they provide no (or insufficient)
guidance on expansion allowance. I also hear of shops saying that they don’t tell
clients about the need for expansion allowance as that could affect the sale.
If I were to show you a flooring product, perhaps a piece of engineered flooring,
could you tell me by looking at it, what its moisture content is, or when laid whether
it is likely to swell or shrink after installation and by how much, or how intensely
the owner is going use heating or cooling systems? Obviously, no you cannot, so
with any installation there is uncertainty over future floor movement. But do I hear,
‘oh we just take the gamble that it is going to work’?. And when things go wrong,
and they do, there goes the profit on this and the next few jobs, due to remedial
work. From an ATFA perspective, expansion allowance is not a client option and
flooring contractors have a responsibility to install flooring to the manufacturer’s
instructions. If instructions are inadequate, then clarification or a conservative
approach should be taken. Expansion allowance only becomes a gamble when you
fail to provide it. It is your insurance against problems from future floor movement
that may occur due to uncertainties over how the floor will move when in-service.
In the first photo we have a floated bamboo floor with a floor width of 10.5m and
no intermediate expansion trims. Under normal seasonal weather changes this floor
buckled in three locations. By contrast, in the second photo we have a solid oak floor.
Bearing in mind that solid timber does not expand in length (or not appreciably),
we have an installation here where an expansion joint has been placed in the
length of the floor – something that was not needed, which adversely affected the
aesthetics of the floor and subsequently became the cause of an owner complaint.

Timbermate
Woodfiller
So Good,
You’ll Never Know
It’s There!

So, with these two examples, we have one where expansion allowance has not been
included and should have been and the second where expansion allowance is not
necessary but has been included, unfavourably affecting the appearance of the floor.
Know your product and know the expansion allowance requirements for it, install what
is necessary and it is one less thing in life that you will need to take a gamble on.
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Technical article...

Cobwebbing
& swirl marks
Phil Holgate MRACI, ChChem, FATFA. TAMSA International Consulting.

What are they?

Do we have to abrade?

Cobwebbing (also termed swirl marks) are abrasion witness

Abrasion may not be required if:

marks resulting from surface erosion (gouging) by abrasive
particles during the process of surface abrading for
inter-coat adhesion and removal of surface irregularities.
The photo shows this effect under downlight.

• The existing coat is still ‘fresh’ and has a chemically
active surface. This may range from hours to days
depending on the chemistry of the coating. This
is often termed ‘the window of opportunity’.
• One is not concerned about any occlusions
such as dust within the prior coating.
• A chemical ‘Recoating Agent’ is used. These
are generally powerful solvents that attack
and activate the prior coating surface.
What are we observing when we see Cobwebbing?
This is best described by considering the first diagram. Abrasion
by an abrasive particle can be considered as creating a
microscopic ‘chatter’ surface of the eroded or abraded groove.
The abrasion groove can be likened to a vinyl record groove.
Microscopic pockets of air are trapped within the chatter groove
and when light impacts the groove surface it is scattered or
diffused rather than just reflected by the air pocket and appears
white – this is why one can see the abrasion scratch or mark.

Acceptability
While it is accepted that surface abrasion is required
to provide for good intercoat adhesion, excessive
cobwebbing is considered aesthetically unacceptable.
Why do we surface abrade to improve intercoat adhesion?
Abrading a surface that is to be recoated can
enhance the intercoat adhesion by:
• Removal of surface contaminants that may act as
a ‘barrier’ film thus preventing the intimate contact

Downlights make the cobwebbing more obvious!

required between the former and the applied coat.

From the first diagram it can be seen that the more intense the

• Increasing the surface energy (surface tension) of
the existing coat to enhance wetting and flow.
• Increasing the surface area for increased
‘mechanical interlocking’.

incident focused light, the greater the intensity of the reflected
diffused light and the more obvious the appearance of the
cobwebbing. If diffused incident light impacts the abraded
floor (e.g. incandescent or fluorescent light) the scattered
light from the walls of the abrasion groove are less intense and
the severity of the cobwebbing also appears less intense.

18
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How to minimise cobwebbing

Choice of coating and state of cure

Quality of abrasive medium

• Inadequately cured coats will have low cohesive strength

The second diagram represents the basic

and will abrade to a greater degree which translates to

construction of the abrasive medium.

deeper abrasion grooves and hence more cobwebbing.
• Low viscosity coatings will tend to fill the abrasion
grooves when applied and in the process leave less
occluded air pockets in the walls of the groove which
translates to less intense cobwebbing. Lower viscosity is
inherent in water-borne coatings and can be enhanced
by use of thinners in solvent-borne coatings or through
use of lower solids solvent-borne coatings.
Does cobwebbing reduce with time?
The simple answer is yes but they will never totally

Factors that can make cobwebbing more severe are:
• Uniformity of grit particles. If the height or protrusion

disappear with time. The new car in the showroom will
show the swirl marks under focused lighting. Some years
later these marks will still be visible under similar lighting

from the surface varies, then those protruding

but somewhat reduced. We have inspected premises

more will tend to gouge the coating surface more,

that had initial concern with cobwebbing swirl marks

due to the higher contact force realised.

and after 5 years these were substantially reduced.

• Coating bond and base bond integrity. Particles that come
loose during abrading of a surface can roll around under the
paper or screen and cause excessive scratching of the surface
being abraded. Some abrasive medium will continue to shed
particles through their use. A common practice is to use a
new screen or paper on the timber surface so as to shed as
many loosely bonded particles as possible, then use the ‘worn’

The degree of reduction in time will vary with:
• Severity of condition
• Type of coating and its air diffusion potential – air can
diffuse though different polymers at various rates.
• Thickness of coating

screen or paper in the intercoat abrasion process. In general

• Temperature history of premises

the bonding of the abrasive particles is much better with a

Over time the air that is occluded within the scratch or abrasion

paper abrasive than a mesh screen abrasive and consequently
fewer problems from abrasive particles coming adrift during
sanding will be likely to occur – hence less cobwebbing.
• Use the finest grade of abrasive that will adequately
prepare the surface for the next coat. Coatings

groove will slowly diffuse through the coating and hence shrink
in size. It is this reduction in size that translates to a decrease
in the observed severity of the cobwebbing. One reason a
home owner might say, “the previous coating never had the
cobwebbing issue” was that it may have been present initially

manufacturers can often give advice on the recommended

but over the years it has significantly reduced in severity.

grade to ensure adequate intercoat adhesion.

The ATFA Coatings Information Hot Line is available to
members who seek further information on this topic.
Prepared by Phil Holgate who is a Chartered
Chemist and a fellow of the ATFA.
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Member profile...

Victorian
Hardwood Floors
Victorian Hardwood Floors is a proud Melbourne based
Timber Flooring Company with 20 years’ experience
delivering a trusted and professional service.

20
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Victorian
Hardwood
Floors

The company was launched by Director Steve Rizio on the basis of quality workmanship, pride and on
being up-to-date with the latest technologies in flooring both nationally and internationally.
Victorian Hardwood Floors has completed all the ATFA courses and is proud to currently
hold Level 3 Vanguard Certification. The company works constantly with the ATFA to ensure
we are informed of the latest technical advancements within the industry.

By using only premium manufacturers, the company has been able deliver the highest
quality finishes to its clients, both commercial and retail. An extensive range of various floors
(solid, engineered, laminate) are on display at the showroom at 176 Belmore Road, Balwyn.
From inception Victorian Hardwood Floors have had valued relationships with both suppliers and clients, these
relationships have been developed through professional engagements and by working with the local community.
Victorian Hardwood Floors is a one stop flooring company, supplying all materials from
specialised flooring glues to the hardwood flooring itself. The company manages all facets
of the project; organising the deliveries, to installation, sanding and polishing.
All timber sourced by Victorian Hardwood Floors has accreditation from ATFA and
International standards in rejuvenation of all forest sustainability.
ISSUE 37 | 2018
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waterborne
finishing
systems

there is more to
ﬂoor coatings
than just the ﬁnish....

WS 2K Duo
Why loba
WS 2K Duo ?

waterbourne

Extremely low VOC
100% safe to use

strength
Extreme Durability excellent for
Commercial and domestic timber floors

fast

Can be walked on in 24 hrs

Find your local distributor
at www.loba.com.au
or email
sales@loba.com.au
MADE IN GERMANY

two component water borne
polyurethane timber ﬁnish

Loba WS 2K Duo is one of the Loba range of new era waterbased
ﬁnishes. An advanced technology 2 component waterborne
Polyurethane Loba 2K Duo delivers extreme durability, extremely
low VOC and extreme beauty.
Perfect for commercial and domestic situations.
Loba WS 2K Duo Delivers an extreme level of wear resistance with
a very attractive silky smooth appearance. Most importantly it's
very easy and safe to use, its easy on the nose and easy on the
environment. Used around the world in some of the most
challenging environments Loba WS 2K Duo is available in a ﬁnish
for every requirement, including Anti Slip and Invisible protection.

Case study...

Peaking or
cupping, what’s
the difference?
David Hayward ATFA Technical Manager

From time to time, we see solid timber floors that have a cupped appearance.
Now, how did that cupped appearance happen? It is necessary to ascertain the
cause as that will determine the remedial work that is necessary. In this case study
ATFA’s technical manager David Hayward will take you through the assessment
process so that next time you come across such a floor, you will have the tools to
determine the cause and the correct course of action to follow in rectifying it.
The flooring product
The flooring was solid select grade 80 x19 mm Blackbutt
that was reported to have been adhesive and secret nailed
to 70 x 35mm kiln dried hardwood battens, fixed to the
concrete slab through an applied moisture vapour barrier.
The floor width was approximately 9.6m and about midway
across it, a cork expansion joint had been provided.
What is being investigated and why?
The dwelling was approximately 3 years old when
it became extensively water damaged.
When the floor was lifted, drying equipment was used, then
removed when in-slab relative humidity was below 78%.
The new floor was installed but within three or so months,
after the owners moved back in, they became aware of the
floor taking on a cupped appearance as shown in the photo.
From that time the cupped appearance had remained.
What needs to be considered?
One of the more obvious things to consider is whether there
is still moisture coming from the slab, or perhaps a new water
source, but as with all such cases the first place to start is
an assessment of the dwelling environment and installation
practices. We note in this instance that dwelling is in a gully
environment and when the floor was laid it was during the
drier time of the year hence, at other more humid times of
the year, we would expect to see some floor expansion.

Investigation
Looking at the board joints in the floor, identify whether
there are gaps at board edges. In this case there were no gaps
and this, again, is an indication that the floor has expanded
since it was installed. If there had been regular gapping, then
I would have been questioning the owners about heating
and cooling practices, but this was not applicable here.
Next, consider the cork expansion joint, generally with an
installed width of 12mm, and yes, there was compression
down to 6mm. Measuring over ten boards and with higher
density hardwoods such as Blackbutt, this would also, as
expected, confirm some floor expansion. Finally, view
the floor and ascertain whether the degree of cupped
appearance is the same throughout or more pronounced
in one location. In this case it was the same throughout.
continued »
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Peaking or
cupping, what’s
the difference?
continued

From this initial investigation we have considered the external
and internal dwelling environment, have assessed the movement
in the floor since installation and have concluded that the floor
has expanded. We are aware that floor expansion results from
an increase in moisture content but is this increase from higher
atmospheric humidity conditions or a moisture source beneath
the floor. Just because there is an applied moisture vapour barrier
over the slab, do not automatically assume that slab moisture is
not possible, albeit not as likely. We need to investigate further and
this requires an assessment of the current floor moisture content.
We have two types of timber moisture meter that we use:
a capacitance moisture meter and a resistance meter. The
capacitance moisture meter is used for comparative purposes
across the floor, and yes it gave fairly consistent readings across
the floor. This would be expected as we had observed that the
degree of the cupped appearance was also similar throughout.
A resistance meter then needs to be used (after gaining
permission) to estimate board moisture content and importantly
the moisture profile from top to bottom of a typical board,
known as a moisture gradient test. With this test we note that
the estimated moisture content is a few percent higher than that
which we would have expected the flooring to be manufactured
at, but in line with the more humid dwelling locality. Also, our
testing showed that there was no increasing moisture gradient.
The moisture meter reading increased by a percent between
upper case and core, but between core and lower case the
readings decreased by half a percent, as shown in the photos.
Analysis and outcome
The moisture content testing helped to establish two important
aspects about this floor. Firstly, the capacitance moisture
meter indicated consistency in moisture content throughout
the floor, so the moisture uptake has also been consistent
throughout the floor, making building leaks or similar most
24

unlikely. The gradient testing is also very important as the
results told us two things. Firstly, that the estimated moisture
content was in line with a small increase in moisture content
above the expected manufactured moisture content and
secondly, as lower case moisture contents were not high, the
floor has not been affected from moisture below the floor.

What we can learn from this
So, peaking or cupping? We use these two terms to describe
whether the cupped appearance in a floor, as in the above,
has acquired this appearance due to pressure effects in a floor
(peaking) or moisture gradient effects in a floor (cupping). In
this floor we established that there was expansion pressure in
the floor but not high moisture content in the lower case of the
board. We would, therefore, conclude that the floor is peaking.
This is very important. A floor that has peaked and remains
seasonally stable in that condition can usually be sanded flat and
it will remain ‘flat’ thereafter. However, if a moisture gradient had
been present with high moisture in the lower case, then sanding
in that state would have subsequently resulted in a crowned
appearance, where board edges become lower than board centres
as the flooring dries over time. Consequently, this floor was resanded to remove the peaking and then coated, and the photo
shows this floor 9 months after the remedial work was done.
ISSUE 37 | 2018

Put your brand in
front of 7,500 timber
flooring professionals.

WATER-BASED WOOD FILLER
INTERIOR / EXTERIOR
1ltr, 4ltr and 10ltr

• Jarrah • Walnut • Brushbox • Mahogany • Oak • Hardwood
• Mixed Hardwood • Blackbutt • Pine • Cypress • Hoop Pine
• Maple • Cedar • Ebony • Natural (Tint Base).
Features...
Easy to use.
• Created by a Floor Sander for
100% Australian
Made & Owned
Floor Sanders and Trade Professionals.
• Indefinite shelf life.
• Won’t sink or shrink and can be tinted or stained.
• Flood fill parquetry / timber. Colours mix together easily.
• Easy to use and sand. No wastage. Return any excess.
• Fill nail holes, grains, cracks & spot fill after coating.
• Odourless and environmentally friendly.
• Harmless - Non Toxic.

Advertise in timber floors
magazine and see results.
Contact us for a media kit
at admin@atfa.com.au

REDitint (125ml) Colours: Red, Brown, Yellow & Black.

Ph/Fax: (07) 4155 9994 Mobile: 0407 147 669
Email: redifill@gmail.com

Ask for REDifill at your local distributor
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Hardwax Oil

Cushion handle:
less vibration
Click valve
inside
All-around
striking cap

Short casting
for closer end-wall
reach
●

Available as a Cleat or Stapler nailer

●

Optional roller base available

●

Eco-Friendly 0% voc, no solvents

●

Extremely Durable (100% solids)

●

Fast curing

●

R10 slip rating

●

Sourced from renewable
raw materials

Distributed by Synteko Pty Ltd.
call 02 9406 8100 www.synteko.com.au info@synteko.com.au
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An open
letter from
FloorInsure.
FloorInsure feels we owe a heartfelt apology to ATFA members and the flooring sector.
2017 is not a year on which I shall look back with undiluted pleasure. In the words of a more
venerated historic correspondent, it has turned out to be an annus horribilis.
With the loss of 2 key FloorInsure staff to ailing spouses and one staff member who had to move to Sydney and amongst other
matters relating to premiums increases along with a large influx of business undertaken for the flooring industry as a whole
that we could not keep pace with (given the staff losses), together with 4 months of the year taken up with finding and training
suitable staff qualified enough to service the needs of our flooring sector clients across Australia... it goes on. I do not wish to make
excuses but simply to put it on record that, even after 30 years, a sound business can be turned on its head without warning.
I wish to sincerely apologise for any disruption, perceived incompetence and other failings that have seen
FloorInsure’s performance far removed from our true business model and principals. For those of you who may
have been let down by broken promise or other, I am truly sorry and ask only that, if we are given the opportunity
to correct the past, I would be exceptionally grateful and will assure that our attention would be 100%.
With some successful restructuring, new experienced staff and new insurers who have agreed to some
outstanding premium rates for contractors, suppliers and retailers, we are supremely confident that our future
is bright and we are in an excellent position to provide a level of service that our clients deserve.
I hope that when you read this you may have some understanding of what gets thrown up at those in business – it’s not
all peaches and cream. We look forward to 2018 and what may be the opposite of the past - an annus mirabilis.
I also hope that 2018 brings the ATFA, its members and the greater flooring industry much happiness and
success and we look forward to our future relations with the organisation and its members.
Thank you.
Ian Jones
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Introducing new
Intergrain SlipResistant
Decking Oil.
Achieves P4 slip rating
High traffic formula
UV & weather resistant

For more information on the entire Intergrain range, FREECALL 1800 630 285 or visit intergrain.com.au
Intergrain and UltraDeck are registered trade marks. SlipResistant is a trade mark.
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“I was never told...”
Phil Buckley, ATFA Inspector, Mint Floors & Shutters

“You need to rip all that out and start again –
we are using 3mm aluminium skirting on this job
and that expansion gap is far too big and untidy.”
Sadly, a sentence like this isn’t all that hard for any

• The manufactures of flooring products

of us to imagine hearing – but I would suggest

have a responsibility to ensure they have

that different readers would have different reasons

quality documented technical guides for the

to groan about it. The manufacturers of flooring

installation of their products. In this instance,

products are all saying: “well, there goes your

the architect, builder, installer and client

warranty for reducing minimal expansion allowances”,

should have had access to something telling

architects are saying: “well, that was on my drawing

them what is correct and incorrect with a

and nobody had an issue with it” and the installers

3mm skirting for the product in question and

are saying: “well, why didn’t you say so earlier?”.

possibly some options for how to deal with it.

If we unpack this a little more, all three of these

• The architect has a responsibility to ensure that

stakeholders have legitimate concerns and there

the products specified for a project are suitable

are fundamental design flaws with the proposed

for that purpose and that this is communicated

system. However, who is responsible for it getting

clearly to clients, builders and trades.

this far? The answer is everyone. Now before you
start calling Randy to complain, hear me out.

• The builder has a responsibility to ensure
that the various trades and products on
site are fitting together seamlessly.
• And finally, the contractor needs to make sure
that they have a good working knowledge
of the product they are installing and the
environment it is being installed in.
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So, the answer? Unfortunately, it is often best

• Just because it works with one product

to assume that the other professionals on the

doesn’t mean it will work with another.

project may have missed something and carefully
check it out for yourself. If you feel something

• Put all communication in writing.

doesn’t add up, put your concerns into an email

• Be open to new ways of doing things

and clearly point them out to the correct people.

and listen to as much professional

This isn’t about just covering your back, it’s

and helpful advice as possible.

about managing the expectations of the design
and build team to ensure the end user gets a
product that is worthy of their investment.

As professionals, it is vitally important that any
information we pass on to others is informed and
technically accurate. However, experience tells

Some key things to remember to avoid producing

us that this is not always the case for a variety

a floor with critical design flaws are:

of reasons, so always carefully read installation

• Check the install guidelines for the
specified product and make sure they are
compatible with the install environment.
• Make sure that any changes to the install

guidelines, plans and specifications. Ask questions
of the right people and do your best to keep
everything in writing. At the end of the job, the
most important thing is that we leave behind
a quality product for the end user – reducing

environment are checked back against the

the risks of failure not only helps with this, but it

install guidelines. This could be changes

makes it more likely that our businesses remain

in subfloor levels, skirting profiles, sun

profitable and sustainable in the long term.

exposure or even underlay type.

Specialising in quality
kiln dried hardwoods,
Spotted Gum, Iron Bark,
Blackbutt & Tallowwood,
in 19mm Flooring 14mm
overlay, decking, cladding
and internal lining board.

p 07 41294976
e info@howardsawmill.com.au
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One Way We
Avoid Trouble:
The 10-Board
Measurement
Greg Ceglarski, Scribed Flooring

We had no margin for error regarding floor movement
on this job. Using our 10-board technique before
installation was critical to success.
As wood floor professionals (here in
Australia we would say “timber floor”),
what we do with the first boards we pick
up is vitally important to the outcome
of the floor - but also vastly different
from contractor to contractor. Some
pros will simply use these boards as
their starter row; either from the longest
wall, the centre of the room or from
the most difficult part of the job.
I’m not here to say what is right or
wrong, but to explain what we have
been doing with those first boards for
many years at Scribed Flooring. For
us it is a ritual on every single job,
whether it’s a glue-down, nail-andglue-down or a floating floor. (Down
Under we never just nail down a floor,
but that’s a topic for another article.)
It’s not new, but it is certainly one of
our best practices: Before we even take

Photo 01
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moisture readings or acclimate the
floor, we take a 10-board measurement
to get an average board width.
Why? Expansion is arguably one of the
most vital considerations when installing
a wood floor. We have been taking these
10-board measurements for many
years and have observed flooring that
is supplied both wider and narrower
than the stated manufactured width.
We have found this not just during high
humidity times of the year, as you would
expect, but also occasionally during drier
times of the year. This includes both
undersized and drastically oversized
product in the same brand and style
from one manufacturer only two weeks
apart - and this in the height of our
Queensland humid summer! When we
recognize this before the installation we
can avoid the majority of problems later.

Photo 02

The 10-board measurement
The 10-board measuring
method is simple:
1) Take two boards each out of
five random packs or bundles
and join them together at
their edges (long sides).
2) Measure accurately with a tape
measure (using the first edge on
the 100-mm mark of the tape
measure, or for non-metricsystem pros, the 1-inch mark).
3) Use your smartphone to take three
photos: one at each end of the tape
measure (photos 1 and 2) and also an
overall board span photo (photos 3).
Calculate the average board width.

Photo 03
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Here is what we do then:
1) Measure the floor width to be laid.
2) Divide that overall floor width
by the average board width (as
calculated over the 10 boards).
3) Do some simple math to work
out how much the board has
grown in relation to the width
of the floor and possibly adjust
our expansion allowance.

Photo 07

Photo 04

The example above (a full-trowel gluedown install) shows us measuring the
flooring that was installed in the project
shown at the beginning of this article.
The measurement across 10 boards is
2,402 mm (7.88 feet) (remember, we
started at the 100-mm mark), so we know
the average width of our engineered
oak plank is 240.2 mm (9.46 inches)
prior to installation. If it were accurately
on-size, our 10-board span should have
measured 2,400 mm (7.87 feet).
If we are doing a floor that is 6
meters (19.69 feet) wide, that
would already be approximately 5
mm (0.2 inch) of expansion:
6,000 mm divided by 240 = 25 boards
25 boards X .02 mm = 5 mm.
Note this expansion happened
prior to installation.
On this job, from our years of experience
doing these measurements in this climate
and with this product, we expected the
floor would expand even more once
installed, so we subsequently added
small gaps (2.5 mm) between some
areas and tiny gaps 0.25 mm (single
business card) randomly throughout
the floor, and, as we expected, these
closed up over the following weeks.
With our experience doing what we
call “the 10-board”, we now have
100 percent confidence in jobs like
this. It’s like having a crystal ball; we
know exactly what the floor will do
and can incorporate the necessary
expansion where it will be needed.

Photo 05

An example: Two floating
bamboo floors
Our next example examines two jobs
that were 10 days apart with the same
product from the same manufacturer.
Both of the floors were floating bamboo
products that should measure 137 mm
wide per board, and of course should
measure 1,370 mm over 10 boards.
On one of our jobs the 10-board span
was 1,373 mm, showing an average board
width of 137.3 mm (photos 4 and 5).
That equates to 13.2 mm (more than
a half inch!) expansion over a 6-meter
floor width prior to installation:
6,000 mm divided by 137 = 44 boards
44 boards X .03 mm = 13.2 mm.

Ten days later, the second job with
the exact same product in a different
colour had floorboards that were on
size (photos 6 and 7)—in other words,
zero expansion prior to install!
If both these floors were installed with
the same considerations to expansion,
we would have two very different
results. Both jobs had areas that were
both wide (nearing 6 meters) and
tight (between a kitchen and tile step),
and they were floating installs done in
February (our humid summer). Given
the same amount of expansion, the first
job (that had already expanded prior to
the installation) would show few signs
of any issues, while the second would
possibly expand until it touched the
vertical surfaces, creating problems.
An example: An undersized floor
As we have been doing this for many
years and with lots of our own data, we
know that for our local installations,
here in a very humid coastal climate, the
average expansion of floating engineered
floorboards per meter is around 3.5 mm
as a very rough guide (to an extreme of
4.5–5 mm depending on product type
and installation). We have observed even
more extreme expansion from water
damage or an unusually dry product.
Note that we have found this is also
about the same for solid glued floors.
Let’s take a look at another example:
• The floor width is 6 meters.
• The stated manufactured board
size of our floating engineered
flooring is 135 mm.

Photo 06

• The actual board width is 134.8
mm—note that this is undersized.

continued »
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One Way We Avoid Trouble:
The 10-Board Measurement
continued
From experience, I know this board
could easily expand to 135.4 mm, and
that my instructions say to leave a 12-mm
gap on both sides of the room (remember
that floating floors expand as if they
were one giant piece of flooring since
they aren’t attached to the subfloor).
Now it’s time for some more math:
6,000 mm (the width of our room)
/ 134.8 mm (our actual board
width) = 44.64 rows of boards
Now I’ll calculate how much
expansion I anticipate. So:

and mostly guessed why it happened.
Shortly after starting to take and
record our 10-board measurements,
we started to see very different sizes in
board widths prior to the installations.
What we came to observe was that
some boards were constantly 3 mm
wider per 1,000 mm of width, or they
were close to the manufacturer’s stated
size. With the product that was close
to the manufacturer’s size we knew,
or subsequently confirmed, if it had
immediately come in from a drier climate.

44.64 boards X 0.6 mm (my
potential expansion per board) =
nearly 27 mm possible expansion
That’s more than twice as much as the
recommended 12 mm! Now I know I
will have to either leave more space or
undercut my plasterboard at the walls.
Knowing your product
& environment
The more jobs we measure, the more
we see subtle differences and the more
patterns are observed. Also, we often have
a chance to visit jobs some time after
the installation and always measure and
look back at original sizing. After years
of practicing this technique, along with
always taking humidity and moisture
content readings, we have gathered
a great deal of data, knowledge and
confidence in predicting what a floor
may do in the future in our local area.
Prior to doing the 10-board, we would
install floors, taking only pre-installation
moisture readings and acclimating the
product. Instructions were followed and
customers were satisfied. This was my
method for over 10 years and, during that
period, every now and then there would
be the odd problem—anything from
creaking in the floor to some deflection or
peaking in the joints. Once we even had
a floor shrink out from under the skirting
(what some call the “baseboard”) by 8
mm (0.3 inch) on each side of the room!
We never really knew why a floor had
a particular issue, and thankfully none
were major failures. We just fixed them
32

When we know flooring is undersized at
installation, sometimes business-card-sized
gaps are all we need to avoid trouble later.
We have since worked out how “big”
a particular board will get (we are
located in a hot and humid city), and
we have cut these niggling issues and
problems to zero by making allowances
for correct expansion at either side
or by adding space within rows. I
know, therefore, that if a floor expands
beyond what I know to be a “normal
maximum” it has either encountered
an unusual amount of moisture
(possible flooding or over-mopping)
or the product has a manufacturing
issue (from being produced too dry
or some other unknown issue).
Other major benefits
Doing the 10-board can help in other ways:
Help during inspections: A few years ago
we had a builder request an inspection
of our work, as he claimed (among other
things) that we had not left any expansion.

We were able to supply the inspector the
three photos of the product’s 10-board
measurement and explained how we were
able to incorporate expansion allowance
within the floor. We also showed that
with our data, the floor would be more
likely to have shrinkage rather than
expansion. The inspector could see
we had taken care to allow adequate
expansion, and these photos, calculations
and explanations reflected favourably
in that report in regard to the builder’s
claims. I’m sure that if we had not had
the 10-board measurement photos,
things may well have been different.
Working with manufacturers:
More than once I have had to call
a manufacturer to say I was having
problems with a floor (during, and
sometimes after, installation). The first
thing that happens is they start asking
questions: “Have you done XYZ?” and
“Have you followed ABC?”. After I email
my photos of the time-stamped 10-board
measurement along with a few other
pre-installation checks, the language
changes from the above to: “How can we
work together to resolve this problem?”
Seeing things you might not otherwise
notice: There have been times I have
started installing jobs and they look perfect
to the naked eye. Then I take a photo and
suddenly you can see “scalloping” in the
reflection on the picture. This sometimes
is detected in the photo of the 10 boards.
A useful ritual
The 10-board measurement takes
minutes to do. It’s not a new technique,
but the photos nowadays are geotagged
and time/date stamped and they
are generally stored in the cloud or
in a smartphone. This data storage
is a new use of an old method.
I urge all professional installers to make
this a ritual to add to your toolbox - not
to replace your usual moisture readings
and acclimation practices. It cannot
hurt, and you will gain knowledge
based on facts. More than likely, as it
has for me, it may save you a costly
tear-out, too. Knowledge is power.
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The growing bamboo
This was a solid bamboo floating floor that, over
time, kept expanding and expanding - so much
so that we had to do relief cuts in the floor. We
had pictures of the growth in width documenting
everything. The supplier claimed the problems
were all due to incorrect installation, but “in
the interests of customer relations” they were
willing to pay to have the problems with the
floor corrected. I am sceptical as to whether they
would have paid without our 10-board photos.

A final word: Know your
climate & your product
It’s critical to know your climate, your
products and your job sites. For example,
here in Brisbane, on Australia’s east coast,
we have maybe six weeks of “winter” during
which we typically still get flooring from our
supplier that measures big compared to its
stated size. If we left that flooring to acclimate
on site down to its “correct” size at that time
of year, we would end up with a bad floor
once it adjusted to our more typical humid
climate. Instead, we need to make sure we get
the floor installed before it acclimates. Taking
10-board measurements will help only if you
understand what they mean for the particular
product you’re installing and the climate
changes your flooring will experience all year.
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TIMELESS
BEAUTY
BENEATH
YOUR FEET
Oakdale Industries creates exquisite flooring and panelling
products from ancient timbers reclaimed from Tasmania’s hydro lakes.
A trusted Hydrowood partner and Australian Disability Employer,
we realise the hidden potential in people as well as timber.
PRODUCT INQUIRIES
Oakdale Industries
t | (03) 6244 2277 e | sales@oakdaleindustries.com.au
w | oakdaleindustries.com.au
Victorian stockist:
Whelan the Warehouse
w | whelanwarehouse.com.au

hydrowood.com.au
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Around the traps...
Images from training, events and activities over the past few months.
(If you would like your snaps to appear in Around the Traps, send your photos to admin@atfa.com.au)
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gained in the comfort of your office. No hassles of having to

GALAXY MACHINES
buy direct from the importers

Your new skills can also save
you money from avoiding costly
mistakes. So invest in yourself and
your business today.

Family Business
Operating
Since 1952

Manufacturer of Quality Australian Hardwoods
Specialising in Kiln Dried Products
Elite 3 edger

8” and 12”
belt/ drum
combo sander

parts • service • leasing available
Synteko Pty Ltd.

Call: 02 9406 8100
info@synteko.com.au • www.synteko.com.au
www.galaxyfloorsanders.com.au

•
•
•
•
•
•

Tongue and Groove Flooring
Overlay Flooring
Parquetry
Eco-Lam (Glue Laminated Hardwoods)
Pencil Round Decking
Treated Hardwood Landscaping

We are members of ATFA. (Australian Timber Flooring
Association) and are accredited Flooring manufacturers.
(Australian Timber Flooring Association)

Located at Heber Street, South Grafton
Email: jns@notarastimbers.com.au
www.notarastimbers.com.au

Phone: 02 66 423477 Fax: 02 66 427013

8
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FEBRUARY...
23 Feb: Victorian Golf Day

MARCH...
8 March: Auckland Trade Night
9 March: Auckland Golf Day
20 to 22 March: Shanghai Domotex

Understanding
Credit Card
Surcharges
To be completely clear without any
re-interpretation, the following is an
easy to understand extract directly
from the Reserve Bank of Australia:

APRIL...
11 April: The best sand and finish
workshop – Brisbane
11 to 14 April: NWFA Tampa Bay Convention
12 April: Forum – sticker marks
17 April: Business compliance workshop – Auckland
17 & 18 April: Assessing Timber Floor
Performance workshop – Perth
18 April: Melbourne Trade Night

HELPFUL WEBSITES...

Surcharges must not be more than the amount that it costs
a merchant to accept a particular type of card for a given
transaction. For example, debit cards are typically less
expensive for merchants to accept than credit cards. It is
important that merchants do not impose surcharges in excess
of their actual payment costs. Merchants will know how much
that is from statements supplied by their bank or payments
provider; these must contain easy-to-understand information
on the average cost of acceptance for each payment method.
These statements will express acceptance costs in percentage

Slip Resistant Stairways

terms and the standard defines the cost of acceptance in

The Australian Building Codes Board Advisory Note
to Slip Resistance for stairways, landings and ramps
http://www.abcb.gov.au/Resources/Publications/EducationTraining/Slip-resistance-for-Stairways-Landings-and-Ramps

percentage terms. This should ensure that merchants who
wish to surcharge – including in the airline industry – will
generally do so in percentage terms rather than as a fixed
dollar amount. This means that surcharges on some lowerpriced transactions should be reduced significantly.
If merchants wish to surcharge two or more payment methods
at the same rate (e.g. all credit cards from American Express,
MasterCard and Visa, or both debit and credit cards from
a particular system) they are required to set the surcharge
at the lowest cost of those different payment methods.
The changes took effect in two stages. Large merchants
have been required to comply with the new standard since
1 September 2016. Other merchants have been required to
comply with the new standard since 1 September 2017.

If you require more information, or are a

Asbestos management follow up

merchant charging a surcharge yourself, please visit

In follow up to the asbestos campaign ATFA ran in November,
should you require further assistance on asbestos,
please go to www.asbestosawareness.com.au

https://www.rba.gov.au/payments-and-infrastructure/
review-of-card-payments-regulation
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ir talk

with Colin Dorber

Obligations between businesses and
customers in Australia and New Zealand
Australian and New Zealand customers currently enjoy some of the
strongest consumer protections and have done so since January 2011,
when the Australian Consumer Law came into force. This article aims to
highlight how these consumer protections impact on the obligations that
businesses owe customers. It will also briefly discuss the obligations
customers owe businesses and how a business can recover unpaid
monies from a customer. All dealings with customers will generally start
with the formation of a contract, which should contain all the essential
terms and conditions of the agreement between the parties.
Contracts
While some contracts are made verbally, most contracts for goods and
services involve a written agreement containing standard terms and
conditions. Even when contracts contain these standard legal terms, they
may be deemed unenforceable due to the circumstances surrounding the time
parties entered into the agreement. For example, if a party lacks capacity
to understand the contract, was placed under duress, unconscionable
dealings took place or deceptive or misleading information was provided.
Further, some terms of contracts may be voidable if they are deemed unfair.
Businesses should check their agreements do not contain terms that:
- Allow unilateral variations of important terms
- Prevent a customer from cancelling the contract due
to a failure to supply goods or services
- Demand excessive partial payments
- Require an excessive deposit, excessive meaning
beyond what can be considered genuine.
Unfair terms are also defined under the Australian Consumer Law (ACL).
The ACL also provides statutory guarantees and protections which are
important for businesses to be aware of and to be incorporated into their
policies. New Zealand also applies the Australian Consumer Law.
Obligations to the customer
Very generally, a consumer under the ACL is defined as a person who is acquiring
goods or services predominately for personal, domestic or household use or
consumption. Many customers in this industry will fall within this definition.
Therefore, it is important that businesses are aware that consumers are
entitled to certain statutory guarantees under the ACL, which will become their
obligation to the customer. Briefly, these include ensuring goods acquired in the
provision of services are fit and proper for the purpose; that goods and services
are supplied within a reasonable time; be of acceptable quality and correspond
with their description or demonstration model. In total, the ACL provides 9
consumer guarantees for supply of goods, and 3 for the supply of services.
Coupled with these guarantees is a statute bar on liability
exclusion, meaning that businesses should not include, or be
able to rely upon, any terms in their contract that exclude liability
based on faulty services or goods provided to a consumer.
It should be noted that whilst the ACL mainly applies to customers
who fall into the consumer definition, small businesses are protected
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from larger businesses and suppliers from unconscionable dealings,
unfair contracts or misleading and deceptive conduct.
Customers remedies for breach of guarantee
The guarantees above mean that if there are any major problems
with goods and services provided that customers can elect to:
- reject the goods and receive a refund,
- reject the goods and receive an identical or similarly valued replacement
- cancel the contract in whole and receive a refund or claim the difference
in value between the service provided and what was paid for.
The customer’s obligations to you
Notwithstanding the declared unfair terms under the ACL, it is a
customer obligation to make sure that they are receiving a ‘fair deal’.
This means, for example, that they should not try to renegotiate the
contract after satisfactory work is completed simply because they were
able to find similar services cheaper elsewhere, after the fact.
The customer should also promptly pay for goods and services, as this makes
up an essential term of a contract. Non-payment is considered a major
breach of the agreement. Payment can be recovered by various means, with
a recommendation that action should commence sooner rather than later.
What happens if the customer doesn’t pay
Aside from the traditional means of remedy through the Court process
to obtain a judgment and subsequent Court order to pay, businesses
who supply and install timber flooring fall under a security of payment
Act – commonly the Building and Construction Industry (Security of
Payment) Act (BCIPA). Every State in Australia has their own version of a
BCIPA. In New Zealand, there is the Construction Contracts Act 2002.
In addition to the BCIPA, some States have other methods of obtaining
monies owed. For example, in Queensland if you are a subcontractor working
on an employer’s major project under a Contractor, the Subcontractors’
Charges Act 1973 effectively allows a subcontractor to leapfrog over the
non-paying Contractor, and obtain payment directly from the Employer.
It is important to remember that a choice has to be made in regard to which
recovery method to use. The Subcontractors’ Charges Act and your respective
BCIPA cannot be used concurrently to recover the same amount that is overdue.
Conclusion
All businesses in Australia and New Zealand that supply goods and/
or provide services to consumers should have policies in place to
ensure that they are meeting their obligations. They should also have
procedures in place to redress customer complaints as well as awareness
for how to recover outstanding amounts for any unpaid work.
The material in this article is provided for general information purposes
only. It should not be relied upon as a sole and/or primary source of
information about commercial dealings in Australia and New Zealand.
If there are any queries relating to consumer rights or complaints by
consumers, or you are having trouble collecting money from a customer,
please contact Employer Protect™ and Contractor Protect™.
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